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We have completed a review of the current state
• We heard about current issues as well as what works well

• We heard about where the County wants to be in the medium term

We have defined what the future of Technology (IT and GIS) at the County might look like:
• Vision

• High level recommended changes to governance, organization, systems & infrastructure

We have developed a high-level roadmap to achieve the agreed-upon future state.
• Projects to be undertaken

• Sequencing

• Costs

• Governance and organizational details

Technology Strategic Plan – How Did We Get Here

Introduction



Future State Vision

Peterborough Future State Technology

Modern 
& flexible 

infrastructure

Stable, secure and 
supportable 
applications

Enable efficient and 
effective processes

Effective
governance and IT 

capacity

Ensure secure
sharing of data with

Townships

Enable reporting 
to Council

High Performance



Buy rather than build wherever possible

Cloud-first – recommended solutions must be cloud-native or cloud-based and facilitate migration to the cloud

A Platform approach – select fewer solutions which address related functional areas broadly rather than many “point” solutions

Solutions that are sized for the mid-market and have an established mid-market user base

Proven fit with Municipal Government functional requirements

Alignment with the Microsoft and ESRI technology stack is preferred

IT security policies should be modernized to support business objectives

Governance is key - leadership needed to strategically align technology and business resources

Guiding Architectural Principles and Strategies



CORPORATION OF THE 
COUNTY OF PETERBOROUGH

Roadmap
May, 2020

The following slides present a “roadmap" to the 
Future State of Technology (IT & GIS) at 
Peterborough County. It is intended to provide a 
project plan and outlines the steps needed to 
achieve the agreed-upon Future State definition.



The roadmap is based on the following key considerations:

• Improving financial controls is a top priority – and the enabling technology must be 
implemented as soon as possible.

• Improving technology governance and addressing capacity issues are a pre-requisite to 
successfully implementing the recommended program of projects.  Therefore governance 
and capacity issues must be addressed early in the Roadmap.

• Leverage existing capacity and staff to deliver benefits as early in the Roadmap as possible.

• Sequence the projects based on logical dependencies and priorities expressed by County 
leadership.

How to decide what to do when

Roadmap Considerations (1)



Circumstances change which requires changes to plans. As such this Roadmap should be a 
"living document'.

• Periodically reviewing and updating the Roadmap is one of the key responsibilities of the 
proposed Technology Steering Committee. Projects may be added, dropped, re-scheduled 
or different resources allocated to deliver them. At a minimum, the Roadmap should be 
reviewed annually.

• The Future State definition identifies opportunities and projects that are currently deemed 
to be of lower priority and as such are not included in this five-year Roadmap. When 
reviewing the Roadmap, those remaining opportunities should be considered and re-
evaluated for inclusion in future iterations of the Roadmap.

Updating the Roadmap

Roadmap Considerations (2)



2021 2022-23 2023-24 2025

Establish Governance Framework
Implement enterprise solution for 

Asset Mgt & Work Mgt
Implement collaborative Land 

Development Tracking solution
Select Great Plains replacement

Improve Financial Controls
Complete implementation of ECM 

solution
Modernize Human Resource 

systems

Stabilize Microsoft 
365 Implementation

Leverage IT Ticketing system to 
implement GIS request tracking system

Implement organizational changes
Refresh and develop partnerships and 

Service Level Agreements with 
Townships

Develop plan for Microsoft 365 
evolution

Enhance Planning GIS applications

On-going evolution of Paramedics systems

On-Going

Roadmap Summary (1) - Overview

Microsoft 365 Evolution

Infrastructure improvements

IT and GIS support and operations



Roadmap Summary (2) - Investments

The table below summarizes the costs presented in the subsequent slides. The one-time costs are primarily estimated costs for 
consulting support. The on-going costs are estimated software subscription costs as well as loaded cost of a System Integration
Specialist from year 2 onwards. Costs for hardware changes related to replacing the access control solution and replacing 
laptops are not included. Subscription costs for currently licensed solutions are not included.

Some on-going costs in later years, such as the costs for subscribing to a new Human Resources system in years 3-4 are dependent
on the platform selected at that time and cannot be determined at this time.

Note that the on-going costs are cumulative – Year 5 On-going costs will equal the sum of all on-going costs for preceding years and 
any new ongoing costs incurred in year 5

Investment Category 2021 2022-23 2023-24 2025

One-time $193,000 $100,000 to $150,000 $30,000 to $80,000 $40,000

On-going $6,000

$60,000 to $95,000
($45,000 – fully loaded FTE 

cost for new System 
Integration Specialist role for 
half the year – will be $91,000 

in future years; $15,000 to 
$50,000 for new software 

subscriptions)

TBD TBD

Benefits: Improved 
governance in place; 
improved reporting, financial 
controls and processes in 
place; enhanced support for 
planning functions and better 
collaboration with 
Townships.

Benefits: Improved asset 
management, work 
management, job costing and 
time tracking processes in 
place; GIS leveraged across the 
organization.

Benefits: Better 
development tracking in 
collaboration with 
Townships; more efficient 
human resource 
management processes.

Benefits: County ready to 
replace Great Plains as the 
financial management 
platform.



Roadmap Summary (2) - Schedule

Key Activities

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Establish Governance Framework

Improve Financial Controls 

Stabilize Microsoft 365 

Implementation 

Implement organizational changes, if 

any, after consideration of options 

presented by MNP 

Develop plan for Microsoft 365 

evolution

Enhance Planning GIS applications

Implement Enterprise Solution for 

Asset Management & Work 

Management

Complete implementation of ECM 

solution

Leverage IT Ticketing system to 

implement GIS request tracking 

system
Refresh and develop partnerships 

and Service Level Agreements with 

Townships

Implement collaborative Land 

Development Tracking solution

Modernize Human Resource systems

Select Great Plains replacement

2024 20252021 2022 2023
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2021 Details

The following section presents details for the 2021 
program.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1
Establish Technology Steering 
Committee 

Prepare Terms of Reference including adoption of a centralized 
technology governance model; clearly establish that GIS direction 
is within the purview of the Steering Committee; establish 
membership; Obtain Council approval if required; hold kick-off 
meeting

TBD –
Committee 
may require 
consulting 
support for 

initial period

2 Adopt guiding principles
Committee to adopt Guiding Architectural Principles 
recommended in the Future State report with a 5 year horizon

NA

3 Establish project intake process
Define process for submitting project requests; evaluating 
requests; and approving projects including value/cost thresholds

$15,000 
consulting 

support

4
Establish software selection and 
procurement process

A process for selecting and procuring software that the 
technology team is expected to support should be defined and 
adopted

$15,000 
consulting 

support

5 Adopt project management guidelines
Document and adopt basic project management guidelines based 
on Project  Management Book of Knowledge (PMBOK) best 
practices

$15,000 
consulting 

support

6 Develop IT Policy Handbook
Prepare and adopt refreshed IT policies appropriate to an 
organization of the County’s size and publish an IT Policy 
Handbook  

$15,000 
consulting 

support

Establish Governance Framework



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1 Establish Financial Controls project
Use the Financial Controls project to institutionalize the new 
governance model (could be done in parallel with the Governance 
Framework).

N/A

2

Design improved purchasing, budgeting 
and reporting processes and functional 
requirements

New purchasing, budgeting and reporting processes that satisfy 
corporate goals will be defined including workflows and approval 
steps; detailed functional requirements that flow from the defined 
processes will be documented and approved.

$24,000
(consulting 

support)

3 Modify Great Plains configuration
Implement any changes to Great Plains configuration that are 
required based on outcomes from Step 2. Does not include 
modifying the Chart of Accounts.

$24,000
(consulting 

support)

4
Implement Paramount purchasing add-
on

Implement and configure the Paramount solution to support the 
defined requirements for purchasing and commitments tracking .

$15,000
(consulting 

support)

5 Implement Questica budgeting add-on
Implement and configure the Questica solution to support the 
defined requirements for budgeting .

$15,000
(consulting 

support)

6
Select and implement self-serve 
reporting capability

Determine if Power BI or GP Management Reporter is the 
appropriate solution based on the functional requirements; long-
term sustainability and cost. Implement solution and develop self-
serve reports.

N/A 
(assuming 

new resource 
has skills)

7 Conduct user training
Prepare training materials and conduct user training for using the 
new functionality in support of the new processes for purchasing, 
budgeting and reporting.

$8,000 
(consulting 

report)

Improve Financial Controls



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1 Assemble an M365 migration team

As a precursor to the establishment of the Steering Committee, 
form a migration team of a similar structure, cross-departmental 
representatives to specifically address the M365 Migration. Do 

not proceed with any activities until this is done.

N/A

2
Monitor and report regularly on user 
activity

Monitor and report on M365 usage analytics regularly with the 
migration team. Keep tabs on what users are doing in the current 
implementation, prioritize support and stabilization of the areas 

most currently utilized. Identify most active and least actively 
engaged departments and personnel on the platform to focus.

N/A

3
Identify key personnel to become 
champions

From each department identify the staff who will be first to 
complete training and become masters of the program.

N/A

4
Restrict users from creating new Groups 
and Teams ad-hoc

Prohibit users from creating new data silos until a plan can be 
established to migrate legacy data and content into a structure of 
Teams and Channels prescribed by the project committee (now 

the migration team, later the Steering Committee).

N/A

5
Implement restrictive sharing controls 
for external users

Until an external sharing policy is established, prevent leakage of 
data by limiting user's ability to share files and folders outside of 

the organization.
N/A

6 Re-visit backup systems if necessary

Microsoft provides no guarantees that data on M365 is protected 
from deletion or accidental change.  Validate and test backup 

systems that are in place before proceeding to full 
implementation.  NOTE – this may have been done.

N/A

Stabilize Microsoft 365 Implementation



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1

Consider centralization of GIS function 
with IT – or if not centralized; 
determine coordination processes

Select organization structure for technology function from options 
presented in this document. Note that Option 2 is the 
recommended option.  See Addendum for details.

NA

2 Revisit Roles and Job descriptions

Finalize job descriptions and salary ranges  for Manager Enterprise 
Applications, Systems Integration Specialist and GIS Supervisor 
roles; obtain approval for positions.  For clarity, responsibilities for 
the network, technology infrastructure, access, email as well as 
M365 and related collaboration tools remain with the 
Network/Productivity Tools Manager

NA

3 Fill new positions
Recruit and/or transition existing staff members into new 
positions

$91,000 fully 
loaded cost 
for 1 new 

FTE.  Could 
change 

depending 
on decisions 
by County.

Implement Organizational Changes

Recommendation: Note that both potential organization structure options presented in the Addendum 

involve recruiting one (1) System Integration Specialist.  This is required to achieve the minimum staff 
complement that the Technology team will require to deliver on the Technology Master Plan.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1 Perform a thorough content audit

Identify exactly what data will be migrated to M365, inventory its 
current location and data volume. Plan for data migration into 
Teams and Channels that will replace Legacy Network Shared 

Drives with Team Library Drives

$12,000
(consulting 

support/QA)

2 Review and create a requirements plan

Plan the technical configuration of M365 based on a business-case 
model of requirements mapping to features / configuration. 
Develop and review the migration method, authentication 

method, and configuration plan.

$20,000
(consulting 

support)

3
Review and configure infrastructure and 
end-point network access

Using Microsoft’s network assessment checklist for M365, test all 
end-points, consider routing M365 traffic directly through the 

WAN at the end-point instead of funnelling all Microsoft 
365 traffic through the courthouse, as it is today.

$15,000
(consulting 

support/QA)

7

Create a continuous training plan 
available to all employees to address 
constant change of the platform

Consider a training service that provides on-demand training 
videos that support users staying up to-date.

$6,000
(Annual 
training 

subscription)

Develop Plan for Microsoft 365 Evolution



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1 Implement Property Viewer application
Using current GIS infrastructure and licenses, define requirements, 
design, develop, test and deploy self-serve Property Viewer

NA

2
Implement Land Development Status 
Viewer application

Using current GIS infrastructure and licenses, define requirements, 
design, develop, test and deploy self-serve Land Development 
Status Viewer

NA

3
Implement Road Operations Viewer 
application

Using current GIS infrastructure and licenses, define requirements, 
design, develop, test and deploy self-serve Road Operations 
Viewer

NA

4
Implement EOC Common Operating 
Picture

Using current GIS infrastructure and licenses,  define 
requirements, design, develop, test and deploy self-serve EOC 
Common Operating Picture 

NA

Enhance Planning GIS Applications

Note 1 : Refer to Addendum : Recommended GIS Architecture for details on the recommended evolution of 

the GIS architecture at the County
Note 2:  Please note that under the recommended governance structure the Technology Steering
Committee overseas GIS directions and projects – like any other technology project.
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2022-23 Details

The following section presents details for the 2022-23 
program.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1 Establish Asset Mgt/Work Mgt project
Initiate project to select and implement an enterprise Asset 
management & Work management solution in accordance with 
practices adopted by the Steering Committee

NA

2 Define requirements

Define and document functional requirements for asset 
management and work management.  These may include 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) needs or 
requirements to integrate with CRM.

$20,000 
consulting 

support

3 Issue Request for Information (RFI)
Conduct Market Scan, identify a long list of potential candidate 
solutions; Issue RFI to vendors

$8,000 
consulting 

support

4 Determine shortlist
Evaluate RFI responses and prepare shortlist of candidate 
solutions

$12,000 
consulting 

support

5 Conduct demonstrations
Prepare demonstration evaluation criteria; Invite shortlisted 
vendors to demonstrate solutions and evaluate based on pre-
determined criteria 

$10,000 
consulting 

support

6 Select platform and negotiate contract
Finalize solution selection; negotiate software subscription as well 
as implementation services contract

$15,000 to 
$50,000 for 

annual 
enterprise 

subscription

7 Implement Solution
Strike a separate implementation project with a detailed work 

plan.  Configure solution; build and link asset data; conduct testing 
and training; Final Acceptance 

$50,000 to 
$100,000 
consulting 
support + 1 

FTE on going

Implement Enterprise Solution for Asset Management and Work Management



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1
Complete implementation of Electronic 
Document Management (EDM) project

Pause EDM project for Year 1.  Proceed with implementation using 
project management and governance processes adopted by the 
Steering Committee. Ensure process changes and change 
management/training are an integral part of the implementation. 

TBD

2 GIS Request Tracking System
Leverage IT Ticketing system as a GIS request tracking system as 
well.

NA

3

Refresh and develop partnerships and 
Service Level Agreements with 
Townships 

Build on new governance framework and the new Planning GIS 
applications in Year 1 to enhance partnerships with Townships.  
Expand use of Open Data and ArcGIS Online.

NA

Other 2022-23 Projects 
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2023-24 Details

The following section presents details for the 2023-24 
program.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1
Develop Minimum Viable Product 
(MVP) design

Collaboratively design a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) and 
develop prototype for Map-based solution 

$0 to $5,000 
consulting 

support

2 Set up information exchange
Develop specific partnership agreements and processes for 
information exchange to support design

NA

3 Integrate Data Carry out initial data preparation and integration
$0 to $5,000  

consulting 
support

4 Implement interim solution
Develop and implement version 1 of the Land Development 
Tracking solution

$0 to 
$20,000 

consulting 
support

5 Develop plan for enhancements
Work with users to document opportunities for streamlining and 
identify any pain points

NA

6 Implement Version 2 Implement interim enhancements – version 2 of the solution

$0 to 
$10,000 

consulting 
support

7 Develop longer term strategy
Develop a multi-phase long-term strategy for additional 
capabilities

$0 to 
$10,000 

consulting 
support

Implement Collaborative Land Development Tracking Application

Note: If the GIS team carries out these activities, consulting support can be reduced.  Technology Steering Committee should determine.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1
Establish HR Systems Modernization 
project

Initiate project to select and implement an enterprise Human 
Resources Information System solution in accordance with 
practices adopted by the Steering Committee

NA

2 Define requirements
Define and document functional requirements for Human 
Resources management including an enterprise Time Tracking and 
Payroll solution

$10,000 
consulting 

support

3 Issue Request for Information (RFI)
Conduct Market Scan, identify a long list of potential candidate 
solutions; Issue RFI to vendors

$5,000 
consulting 

support

4 Determine shortlist
Evaluate RFI responses and prepare shortlist of candidate 
solutions

$7,500 
consulting 

support

5 Conduct demonstrations
Prepare demonstration evaluation criteria; Invite shortlisted 
vendors to demonstrate solutions and evaluate based on pre-
determined criteria 

$7,500 
consulting 

support

6 Select platform and negotiate contract
Finalize solution selection; negotiate software subscription as well 
as implementation services contract

TBD

7 Implement Solution
Strike a separate implementation project with a detailed work 
plan.  Configure solution; conduct testing and training; migrate 

data; Final Acceptance 
TBD

Modernize Human Resources Systems
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2025 Details

The following section presents details for the 2025 
program.



Activity Description
Estimated 

Cost

1
Establish Financial System Replacement 
project

Initiate project to select a new financial management system to 
replace Great Plains. 

NA

2 Define requirements
Define and document functional requirements for financial 
management including purchasing; budgeting and reporting

$15,000 
consulting 

support

3 Issue Request for Information (RFI)
Conduct Market Scan, identify a long list of potential candidate 
solutions; Issue RFI to vendors

$5,000 
consulting 

support

4 Determine shortlist
Evaluate RFI responses and prepare shortlist of candidate 
solutions

$10,000 
consulting 

support

5 Conduct demonstrations
Prepare demonstration evaluation criteria; Invite shortlisted 
vendors to demonstrate solutions and evaluate based on pre-
determined criteria 

$10,000 
consulting 

support

6 Select platform and negotiate contract
Finalize solution selection; negotiate software subscription as well 
as implementation services contract

TBD

Select Great Plains Replacement
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On-going program activities

The following section presents details for key on-going 
activities 



On-going program activities

Evolution of Microsoft 365
• Stabilize the current environment and assemble the migration team (a draft 

Steering Committee) to ensure the M365 implementation can proceed 
within the current environment. Ensure inter-departmental collaboration 
and take a business-case requirements-based approach for the technical 
configuration of M365 going forward.

On-going evolution of Paramedics systems
• Will likely evolve organically, currently on the Interdev platform and will 

continue that path. Driven by external forces (community expectations, 
existing platform enhancements, legislative requirements). Plan to rely on 
vendor support and make more use of consultants. After year two, look at 
embedding greater support within IT.



On-going program activities contd.

Infrastructure Improvements
• Expand/boost Wi-Fi in the Court House for meeting rooms with a Separated Guest 

Network, at the depots to create additional connected workplaces, and at Lang 
Pioneer Village to address access issues throughout the property.

• Replace the Integra building access control system 
• Regularly test the Business Continuity plan
• Refresh, move and harden physical security of critical network infrastructure located 

throughout the County and in the Court House.

Regular IT Support
• We can see the most common words appearing in requests for IT support are related 

to access issues and authorization needs.
• By moving to M365 cloud-based environment, most access related subjects become 

centralized, and should reduce over time. Basic network connectivity becomes the 
key factor for support.

• Feedback we received during the review that is consistent with what we see in the 
support ticket dump, that a good number of day-to-day issues are related to 
Authorization provided on an ad-hoc basis rather than by Role. Recommend the 
County streamline authorization assignments using a roles-based approach that is 
defined and approved by the steering committee.



Most common words appearing in requests for IT support are 
related to general access issues to internal server resources as 
well as requests for authorization. Other than Pearl, there is not 
a lot of requests specific to application-level functional support. 
This indicates that simplification of infrastructure and 
centralization to cloud-based services will greatly reduce the 
volume of issues received.

Finance is consistently the largest contributor to create 
“technical” tickets, the largest category of we see, largely with 
application-level requests.

IT Ticket Word-Cloud analysis
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Addendum: Organizational Change Options

The following section presents options for 
strengthening capacity by re-structuring the IT-GIS 
teams and adding or modifying some roles 



Technology Org Chart - Current Structure

Director, Corporate 
Projects & Services

Information 
Technology Manager

Administrative 
Support, IT

IT Operations 
Support Analyst

IT Operations 
Support Analyst

Jr. IT Technician

Director of Planning

Manager of GIS

GIS Analyst (2)



Rationale for re-structuring IT-GIS teams

• Make GIS more "mainstream" and align GIS activities 
with strategic objectives and programs

• Leverage staff strengths and make best use of current 
team members

• Provide opportunities for career growth



Technology Org Chart - Option 1

Director, Corporate 
Projects & Services

Information 
Technology Manager

IT Operations 
Support Analyst

IT Operations 
Support Analyst

Jr. IT Technician
Administrative 

Support, IT

Systems Integration 
Specialist

Director of Planning

Manager of GIS

GIS Analyst (2)

Key Points:
• Net 1 FTE
• GIS team more closely aligned

• Relationships and strategic apps emphasis
• Land Dev Tracking, Self-Service, GIS Platform 

apps
• Increased emphasis on applications and integration 

support
• IT resource with DBA, Data, Analytics 

expertise



Option 1 Considerations

Cons

Pros Cons

1

More strategic alignment of GIS resources Dotted-line reporting generally harder to manage; 

may or may not result in better 

alignment/coordination

2
Optimize team for Work/Asset Management 

and other priorities

Does not address the key gap related to supporting 

and moving enterprise application projects forward

3

No change to org structure – least disruption Perceived or real impacts to Planning department 

support

• Mitigate through tracking system and self-

service transition

4
Teamwork

5

Fill a key gap:

• Systems integration resource supports 

integration tasks then provides ongoing 

support



Technology Org Chart - Option 2

Director, Corporate 
Projects & Services

Network and Productivity 
Tools Manager

IT Operations Support 
Analyst

IT Operations Support 
Analyst

Jr. IT Technician Administrative Support, IT

Enterprise Applications 
Manager

Systems Integration 
Specialist

GIS Supervisor

GIS Analyst (2)

Key Points:
• Net 1 or 2 FTEs
• GIS Supervisor
• 1 Systems Integration Specialist
• Shows potential for GIS 

merger,  GIS Mgr becomes App 
Mgr



Option 2 Considerations

Pros Cons

1

Increased enterprise apps and shared services 

focus

• Relationships and partnerships are 

essential

• Maximizes success with limited resources

Disruptive and possibly unacceptable from a 

Planning perspective

2

Fills key gaps in 

• Support for Enterprise Applications

• System integration

• Relationship management

• GIS support to the corporation and 

partners

• GIS more mainstream

Assumes existing resources can change old habits 

and perform at a new level

3

For clarity, responsibilities for the network, 

technology infrastructure, access, email as well 

as M365 and related collaboration tools 

remain with the Network/Productivity Tools 

Manager

Higher cost – requires one or two net new FTEs

Option 2 is the recommended option.  It addresses the key gaps that were found.
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Addendum: Recommended GIS Architecture

The following section presents recommendations for 
the evolution of the GIS architecture at the County



GIS Architecture Evolution – May 2020 

The County of Peterborough currently has a data management environment including 

ArcGIS Desktop with backend Geodatabases in SQL Server. For web access, a Geocortex

application is hosted by VertiGIS and is used by internal and external web users.

Data is edited in the Enterprise Geodatabase and a read-only copy is sync’d on a regular 

basis to the Published database.

There is some use of Esri’s ArcGIS Online, and while there is some enthusiasm for a 

cloud-first approach, there are some concerns about managing sensitive data in the 

cloud and exactly how to build the architecture for the future. There are 3 key parts to 

the future architecture:

1. Web and mobile applications

2. Desktop and enterprise data management

3. Systems integration



GIS Architecture – May 2020 

An overall architecture approach is shown below. This is a conceptual architecture 
diagram that shows the main types of users and the components of the Esri and related 
Work Management software that is typical for a County. It shows the main components 
of the architecture and user access patterns, but it does not show specific physical 
servers and deployments of the technology. 

GIS System Architecture

GIS Access UsersGIS Access Users

Web connection

Business UsersBusiness Users

Web App Server

Geocortex

Web Apps
Mobile Apps

Public
Self-Service
Open Data
External Agencies
Partners
...

Mobile workers – Work Management
Data collection projects

Web Apps Mobile Apps

ArcGIS Server/Enterprise

Feature Services

Cached Basemap 
Services

Web connection

ArcGIS Online

GIS Editors and 
Analysts

GIS Editors and 
Analysts

Geodatabase Connection

Asset data
Base GIS data
Project data
Analysis

Web Apps

Mobile Apps

Web Maps

Work Management

Web Apps
Mobile Apps

Enterprise Geodatabases

Published 
(Web)

Managed 
(Enterprise)

Sync



GIS Architecture – May 2020 

For the County of Peterborough, the diagram on the previous slide highlights a few 
important recommendations:

1. The architecture highlights that GIS Editors and Analysts will continue to work 
using Desktop client software as their primary work environment with 
Geodatabase connections to Geodatabases in SQL Server.

a. This requires high-end desktop client machines, and for remote work it is 
important that these users have the ability to log into these machines over a 
thin client Remote Desktop tool such as the County’s VM Desktop 
environment using Fortigate/Nutanix

i. Note that some testing should be performed using this approach to 
verify performance and scalability needs on the County’s infrastructure.

2. It has become increasingly easy to provide mobile applications for data collection 
and update using ArcGIS Online. In many cases, a cloud-first approach can be used 
to perform initial data collection and/or update projects, and the data can later be 
brought into local databases, or simply kept on ArcGIS Online with occasional 
backups to local machines (using File Geodatabases or SQL Server). The system 
administration simplicity and the reliability of ArcGIS Online make this highly 
attractive to municipalities trying to do more with limited resources.



GIS Architecture – May 2020 

For the County of Peterborough, the diagram on the previous slide highlights a few 
important recommendations:

3. The architecture highlights ArcGIS Online but does not show ArcGIS Portal. ArcGIS 
Portal requires a higher level of administrative effort, including managing software 
upgrades and license administration, along with duplicate management of users, 
groups, and content with ArcGIS Online. This may be important at some point, but 
should only be pursued if there are specific reasons that require the extra work.

4. While specific applications may be sensitive and there may be concerns about 
sharing on the web, it is important to look at the use of Groups in ArcGIS Online to 
control access for internal and external users. 

a. For example, there could be some sensitive property data being assembled 
with the Townships that should not be publically accessible. A Group can be 
created in ArcGIS Online and the access to the content will only be available 
to partners that have been granted access. 

b. The same approach could be used to provide secured feature services to the 
Townships for base data and Planning data that is currently difficult to share 
except via Courier.



GIS Architecture – May 2020 

For the County of Peterborough, the diagram on the previous slide highlights a few 
important recommendations:

5. There is a need to work on systems integration with Work Management and other 
enterprise applications as they emerge for Business users. While multiple copies of 
asset data are sometimes unavoidable, in many cases enterprise data can be 
linked via SQL Server views and simple integration services, avoiding complex 
backend data management processes. This additional work requires expertise in 
systems integration and database administration that is currently lacking in the 
County.

6. Work Management is included in the Application software stack because 
organizations are increasingly using a mix of Esri apps in partnership with 
Enterprise Work Management applications for different tasks. Often, the data 
being managed in mobile applications needs to be part of the enterprise data 
management integration rather than a separate copy of assets and attributes in 
multiple places. Esri’s new Workforce tools are also attractive as a replacement or 
complement to simple Work Management solutions.
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Future State

The following slides were presented to the County and refined in 
consultation with the County to define the future state of 
technology at the County
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of the Future State (the 'what") of IT and GIS. A 
"roadmap" or plan (the "how") to achieve the Future 
State will be developed.
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We have completed a review of the current state

• We heard about current issues as well as what works well

• We heard about where the County wants to be in the medium term

Based on what we have heard we have developed a "strawman” definition of what the future might look 
like. It includes a long list of all the potential projects that the County could undertake to achieve a 
pragmatic, evolutionary future state that balances limited resources with priorities.

All of these projects, including changes to governance, software systems & infrastructure are listed in the 
Future State slides, including specific solution options that would need to be assessed.

We have also selected key initiatives from the long list, that we believe would be the most impactful and 
beneficial to the County in terms of furthering its Service Delivery goals in the short term.

IT & GIS Future State - Where We Are and Where We Are 
Going

Executive Summary



Buy rather than build wherever possible

Cloud-first – recommended solutions must be cloud-native or cloud-based and facilitate migration to the cloud

A Platform approach – select fewer solutions which address related functional areas broadly rather than many “point” solutions

Solutions that are sized for the mid-market and have an established mid-market user base

Proven fit with Municipal Government functional requirements

Alignment with the Microsoft and ESRI technology stack is preferred

IT security policies should be modernized to support business objectives

Governance is key - leadership needed to strategically align technology and business resources

Adopt Guiding Architectural Principles and Strategies

Executive Summary



Summary of Key Recommendations

Executive Summary

Recommendation Benefits

High Impact Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Establish an inter-departmental Technology (includes IT & GIS) 
Steering Committee chaired by the Director of Corporate Projects and 
Services (see slides for details)

Implement financial software enhancements in an integrated manner, 
including reviewing configuration of Great Plains; completing 
implementation of add-ons for Purchasing, Budgeting and Reporting to 
support up to date committed reporting on purchasing to Council. 
Ensure adequate training and implementation. (see slides for details)

Notwithstanding rapid deployment due to Covid-19, re-assess 
Microsoft Office365 implementation strategy and then proceed with 
roll-out and an appropriate training and change management plan

Adopt an enterprise approach to Asset Management and Work 
Management; select a platform for the long-term and ensure 
integration with GIS and Finance.
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Future State

The following section presents an agreed upon 
definition of the Future State of IT and GIS. Based on 
this, a "roadmap" or plan (the "how") to achieve the 
Future State will be developed.



Future State Review

Critiqued and Validated the proposed solutions on 3 dimensions:

Based on the definition of the future state, a roadmap to get there will be 
developed. The roadmap will define costs & staffing implications and integrates 
with the Service Delivery and Org Review recommendations.

• Must Change – Must be addressed within the next 24 months

• Should Change – Should be addressed within the next 24 to 36 months

• Could Change – Within the next 24 to 48 months

Urgency

• Must Change – Impacts multiple departments or more than five (5) people, significant risk 
reduction, significant cost/time saving. Significant new capability

• Should Change – Impacts 1 department of less than five (5) people, moderate risk reduction, 
moderate cost/time saving. New capability

• Could Change – Impacts few staff, minor improvement to efficiency, small risk reduction

Benefits

• Understand dependencies among proposed solutions

• Projects/activities with established priority at the County

• Ability for organization to resource – minimize overlap of resource intensive activities

Dependencies and Other Business Drivers



Buy rather than build wherever possible

Cloud-first – recommended solutions must be cloud-native or cloud-based and facilitate migration to the cloud

A Platform approach – select fewer solutions which address related functional areas broadly rather than many “point” solutions

Solutions that are sized for the mid-market and have an established mid-market user base

Proven fit with Municipal Government functional requirements

Alignment with the Microsoft and ESRI technology stack is preferred

IT security policies should be modernized to support business objectives

Governance is key - leadership needed to strategically align technology and business resources

Guiding Architectural Principles and Strategies



Improve governance by establishing an inter-departmental Technology (includes IT 
& GIS) Steering Committee chaired by the Director of Corporate Projects to:

• Set strategy and direction for Technology
• Assess application portfolio periodically
• Manage and prioritize intake and approval of procurement and implementation of technology solutions
• Finalize technology budget requests for both software and devices (tablet’s, laptops, server, networks, etc.)
• Work to make technology capacity (including people, process and budget) fit for purpose
• Govern processes, manage project/data commitments, and support service level agreements internally (cross-

department) and externally (the Townships)
• Follow best-practices and comparable strategies implemented in other Municipalities (eg: Town of Whitby)

Recommended timeframe: As soon as possible (within 12 months)

Recommended Strategies (1)



Improve financial controls by implementing Finance software enhancements

• Review configuration of Great Plains to determine if Great Plains capabilities can be better utilized

• Leverage Great Plains capabilities to optimize workflows and procedures to improve user experience for County departments while ensuring 
appropriate controls are in place to achieve cost savings through process efficiency

• Complete implementation of Paramount to support purchasing and tracking of commitments. A user training project planned by the newly 
formed steering committee must be part of the implementation. Ensure appropriate implementation resources are engaged, e.g.: consultants or 
temporary hires.

• Improve reporting from Great Plains – either using GP Management Reporter or Power BI – and engage the newly formed steering committee to 
plan a training project for staff to generate structured reports which do not require Excel transformation

• Any other activities to align with the recommendations from the MNP Service Review project

Recommended timeframe: As soon as possible (within 24 months)

Recommended Strategies (2)



Improve operational agility by implementing an enterprise-wide collaboration platform

• Notwithstanding the rapid deployment of Microsoft 365 due to the Covid-19 pandemic emergency, pause and re-assess implementation of 
cloud-based Microsoft 365; incorporate a thought-out migration and change management strategy

• Fully leverage the additional tools available with Microsoft 365 throughout all departments in the County. Complete roll-out and leverage its 
collaboration features such as Teams to enable better decision making

• Practice an implementation approach that involves cross-domain stakeholders, prepare Staff with guidance and training for them to leverage 
the new tools and adopt significant changes to their desktop workflow

• Ensure Wi-Fi is available for corporate meetings at any County facility, including the courthouse, to provide network access to guest's or vendors 
collaborating with County staff

• Consider the impact that remote-work tools have when planning for facilities – does everyone need to work from the courthouse, consider 
leveraging existing depot’s as a general office location

Recommended timeframe: As soon as possible (within 24 months)

Recommended Strategies (3)



Improve operational agility by periodically assessing key elements of software portfolio from a 
platform perspective and replacing as needed
High Priority

• Asset Management; Work Management – assess if a new GIS-enabled platform or an expanded implementation of MESH with better GIS integration would 
address multiple requirements and gaps and allow for legacy solutions to be retired and a single solution to be utilized.

• Document & Records Management – consider whether PCCP’s mDocs implementation competes and contributes unnecessary overlap with Corporate Services 
plans to implement a County-wide enterprise document service system. Execute a pro-active change management strategy to communicate with departments 
about the planned ECM project and provide insight into the impact and timelines for all departments

Medium Priority

• Land Development Tracking - Explore potential new GIS-enabled systems and services shared with townships and the City that would enable improved 
management of the development application process as well as tracking and communicating the status of development in the County.

• Planning – Expand the use of GIS as a platform to provide maps, apps, and tools to the organization and its partners; drive GIS and shared data initiatives using the 
new Governance model to prioritize delivery activities. Clearly define spatial/property data access and usage privileges

Low Priority

• Paramedics - consider further leveraging the Interdev platform, identify Interdev-supported alternatives to Jacob’s Time Manager (FoxPro), and monitor the 
implementation of Remote Office currently being tested by Simcoe County as a potential solution for PCCP

• Human Resources - evaluate a comprehensive solution such as Workforce Now to replace multiple legacy solutions

Recommended timeframe: 12 to 48 months

Recommended Strategies (4)



Example Work and Asset Management Systems - MESH



Example Work and Asset Management Systems - Cartegraph



Example Work, Asset, and Land Development System - Cityworks



Example Work Management System - Others



Example Work Management System - Others

• There are many other options:
oAssetic – Australian-based provider used in London, ON for roads and facilities

oBurnside – Orangeville, ON provider with a focus on Road Patrol and GIS 
Integration

oElements xs – ArcGIS-based solution for Work, Asset Mgmt, and Permits/Licensing
oGo360 – Halton, ON company with new Work & Asset Management Solution
oProcess Street – Simple web-based tool – there are many other startups in the 

market like this
oLucity – some wins in places like Markham, but Canadian delivery model/support 

unclear, more traction in cost-sensitive US Local Governments



Future State - Conceptual Architecture & Integration Points

Finance

Human 
Resources

Work and 
Linear/Facilities/Fleet 
Asset Management

GIS

Land Development 
Tracking

Paramedics



Future State Vision

Peterborough Future State Technology

Modern 
& flexible 

infrastructure

Stable, secure and 
supportable 
applications

Enable efficient and 
effective processes

Effective
governance and IT 

capacity

Ensure secure
sharing of data with

Townships

Enable reporting 
to Council

High Performance



Future State detail

Supporting initiatives and solutions are detailed in the following 
slides.
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• The County will have a governance framework that is inter-departmental; responds to operational needs; Plans 
for the future and provides Council with actionable options.

• A Technology (includes IT and GIS) Steering Committee with representation from user departments
• Mandated to set technology direction and prioritize and develop budget requests for Technology programs & projects
• Structured process for project intake and prioritization
• Explicitly commit to a centralized IT Governance model (as opposed to federated, distributed or community of practice)
• A structured software selection and procurement process for IT that includes change management planning
• A documented allocation of decision-making rights and authority between the business and IT team
• A forum to raise and resolve security, policy, and other issues policy

• The County will have IT governance policies that are typical of mature organizations its size.
• Policies for asset management, acceptable use, applications, information management, security, and infrastructure will be 

established. A policy handbook will be adopted and used.

• Capacity within the IT team to manage and lead significant application-based technology projects
• Develop or recruit IT staff who can lead and manage significant application-based projects
• Obtain database administration (DBA) capability
• Review compensation structure (pending compensation review)

• Business knowledge and applications expertise for key priority areas within the IT team
• Support/application analysts in IT team mandated to support specific departments. For example there could an IT 

resource dedicated 75% to support Paramedics.
• On-going training for IT staff on applications they are required to support

• A system to track GIS requests - from simple maps to larger projects
• Mine it for data-driven decisions for self-service apps and business modernization projects

• Leverage increased capacity to provide greater level of IT engagement for Paramedics

IT Governance and Capacity



IT Organization and Support
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• The County will have an IT-GIS organization structure that
• Provides application planning and support as well as support for the network infrastructure
• improves coordination between the IT and GIS teams
• Leverages the strengths of both teams
• Builds on the success of the GIS team in establishing departmental relationships

• Re-visit and re-baseline resources.
• Many of the recommendations for the Future State imply more technology staff
• Resources, including staffing levels, leadership roles, shared services, data and analytics, application development, and 

system support should be revisited and re-baselined in a coordinated way

• A contemporary trend in municipal governments is to merge GIS-teams with IT
• May entail creation of Network/Productivity Tools Manager and Enterprise Applications Manager roles
• Successful hybrid models with GIS in Planning, CAO's office, Innovation/Analytics teams, and other arrangements also 

exist
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• Consider organizational change and centralization of GIS resources in IT
• If not centralized, then determine coordination points/processes, and GIS support across the organizations involved
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• Complete migration of Exchange to Microsoft 365 – all
• A Business Continuity plan will be implemented and tested regularly. It will include plans for staff to continue to operate from a 

backup site or work area recovery site during outages caused by disasters affecting local access, such as fire, power disruption or 
another disruptive event. 

• Refresh, move and harden physical security of critical network infrastructure located throughout the County, for all gateway’s 
intermediary devices and server systems which connect to the Court House, as well as the Court House itself.

Network Infrastructure
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• Replace, upgrade or expand Integra building access control system – ISD/Facilities Management
• Upgrade Wi-Fi around depot sites – ISD/Facilities Management
• Expand permanent Wi-Fi coverage for Court House meeting rooms
• Boost Wi-Fi at Lang Pioneer Village
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•Replace or upgrade Integra building access control system – ISD/Facilities Management
•Upgrade Wi-Fi around depot – ISD/Facilities Management
•Boost Wi-Fi at Lang Pioneer Village
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• Capability/Requirement: Modern collaboration tools will be in place company-wide to facilitate better inter-departmental 
collaboration and drive efficiency. These will enable staff across departments as well as external Township stakeholders to share 
files, collaborate on documents and communicate in channels that are secure and allow for allocation of end-user privileges to 
access data.

• Potential Solutions: A cloud-based deployment of Microsoft 365. With Microsoft 365, Microsoft Teams provides file sharing and 
collaboration capability that include the ability to isolate and organize the Team’s projects and files into “Channels”, where Guests 
can be invited to collaborate securely with County staff in the same environment that the County keeps its private data, 
simplifying how internal/external collaboration is performed.

Productivity and Collaboration Tools
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Finance

• Capability/Requirement: A modern solution that can provide robust functionality for Purchasing and tracking Commitments.
• Potential Solutions: Complete implementation of Paramount (an add-on to Great Plains that the County has purchased but not 

fully implemented yet).
• Capability/Requirement: Improved financial reporting including self-serve access to reports for all departments
• Potential Solutions: Implement Great Plains Management Reporter or Power BI to provide self serve access to reports using 

either a push or pull model.
• Capability/Requirement: A modern budgeting solution integrated with Great Plains.
• Potential Solutions: Complete implementation of Questica (an add-on to Great Plains that the County has purchased but not 

fully implemented yet). Work with GIS team to utilize spatial analysis to prioritize ISD/Roads budget requests

Paramedics
• Capability/Requirement: Either move away from Jacob’s Time Manager (extremely outdated product based on FoxPro) or move 

to the new Cloud-based solution for modern cloud based scheduling tool that can be integrated with Certn, and enforce memo 
and policy acknowledgement.

• Potential Solutions: Consult with Interdev to identify their experience for Scheduling System solutions that can be integrated 
with their platform: Interdev Mobile Office (currently being tested by Simcoe County), Quatro Group Quatro Time, and OSL 
Scheduling

Infrastructure Services

• Capability/Requirement: An improved asset management capability.
• Potential Solutions: Improve integration between MESH, GIS and the Financial system. Also assess if a platform such as 

Cityworks or an expanded implementation of MESH would address multiple requirements and gaps and allow for legacy solutions 
such as Worktech Pearl to be retired and a single solution to be utilized for Asset Management and Work Management.

Enterprise Applications
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Planning
• Capability/Requirement: Provide enhanced GIS services to support planning functions and other departments
• Potential Solutions: Provide more self-service GIS applications targeted for specific purposes, i.e.

• Property viewer – Enable internal and external users to quickly access property information using address, Roll, etc.
• Land development status viewer – Show the status of development applications/activity across the County
• Road Operations viewer – Provide a view into road capital and operational work, support 511 call needs to identify jurisdiction 

and call routing
• EOC Common Operating Picture – Support Incident Command with a map-based solution to show incidents, resources, road 

closures, and other relevant information
• Use Open Data and ArcGIS Online to improve collaboration and data sharing with partners and the community

• For example, road closures shared on ArcGIS Open Data can be configured so Waze will use the information for vehicle routing
• Establish GIS and shared data Service Level Agreements (SLAs) in the organization and with partners
• Capability/Requirement: A modern, shared solution with workflow capabilities to manage Development Applications and support 

collaboration with Townships.
• Potential Solutions: Evaluate options including:

• Simple ArcGIS Online solution
• Cityworks PLL, Accela or other commercial offering such as a solution based on MS Dynamics CRM.
• Consider shared services/systems with Townships to support each other's needs given limited resources

Human Resources
• Capability/Requirement: An integrated reliable Human resources Information System instead of myriad unintegrated systems.
• Potential Solutions: A cloud HR solution such as ADP’s Workforce Now.

Corporate Services
• Capability/Requirement: Update the project plan to implement a new Enterprise Records Management Service.
• Potential Solutions: Take an organization-wide approach, ensure IT partnership support, leverage M365 roll-out, identify

competing initiatives within the county (for example, PCCP’s implementation of mDocs), and ensure adequate change 
management plans are included. Ensure that document management systems support information retention policies.

Enterprise Applications (cont.)



Example Development Tracking Application

https://townofws.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?
appid=9c3e72e46cc842c1a0731dad537c1d3d

https://townofws.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=9c3e72e46cc842c1a0731dad537c1d3d
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Finance

• Capability/Requirement: A financial management platform for the long term. While Great Plains will continue to be supported 
for several more years by Microsoft, it is no longer being enhanced and is on an eventual retirement path.

• Potential Solutions: In the medium term conduct a system selection exercise to replace Great Plains in the 4 to 5 year time 
frame.

Paramedics

• Capability/Requirement: Enhanced reporting of Patient information with CADLink integration Community Paramedicine system 
to support a pro-active approach.

• Potential Solutions: With investments already made to implement Interdev products (Certn, iMedic, mDocs), it makes sense to 
consider further leveraging this platform and also consider implementing CADLink and RadiusEMR for Community Paramedicine, 
to improve patient focussed healthcare reporting. Consult with Chatham-Kent EMS/Medavie EMS who are existing users of that 
platform.

Infrastructure Services

• Capability/Requirement: An improved Job Costing and time tracking system. Replace Worktech Pearl.
• Potential Solutions: Implement a modern Work Management system - assess if a new platform (for example Cityworks AMS) or 

an expanded implementation of MESH would address this requirement (see earlier Enterprise Applications slide)
• Capability/Requirement: Ability to track facilities work and costs by job type.
• Potential Solutions: Implement configuration in Maintenance Care to classify work requests by type. Implement procedure for 

contractors to report and bill time by work request type.

Enterprise Applications (cont.)
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Infrastructure Services

• Capability/Requirement: Fleet - A  integrated system to manage inventory, work orders and assets. 
• Potential Solutions: Develop a long-term systems modernization strategy for Fleet.  This could include an expanded use of MESH 

for Fleet operations.

Corporate Services - Lang Pioneer Village

• Capability/Requirement: A system for scheduling volunteers and seasonal staff.
• Potential Solutions: Conduct a system selection exercise to select a cloud-based scheduling solution.

Enterprise Applications (cont.)
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Finance

• Capability/Requirement: Better geographic targeting of County budget
• Potential Solution: Work with GIS team and leverage GIS capabilities to visualize where money is spent

Human Resources
• Capability/Requirement: System that will reduce HR staff workload for benefits enrollment. 
• Potential Solution:  Leverage Manulife functionality to enable self enrollment by employees in the benefits program.



Systems
Change 
Urgency

Benefits

Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Benefit Impact 
Score

1

Improved MESH-GIS integration (in conjunction 
with assessing long term Asset Mgt/Work Order 
Mgt solution)

Must High High High 
9/9

2

Microsoft 365
• Exchange Online 
• Microsoft Teams and OneDrive 

Must High High High 
9/9

3 Questica – complete implementation Must - High High 
6/9

4 Paramount – complete implementation Must - High High 
6/9

5
GP Management Reporter or Power BI – and 
develop key reports

Must - High High 
6/9

6 RadiusEMR – for community paramedicine Should Medium Medium Medium 
6/9

7
Embrace the use of GIS as a platform to visualize 
and use data across the organization

Should Medium Medium Medium 
6/9

8

Use Open Data and ArcGIS Online to improve 
collaboration and data sharing with partners and 
the community

Should Medium Medium Medium 
6/9

Future State Solution Suite (1/5)



Systems
Change 
Urgency

Benefits

Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Benefit Impact 
Score

9
Build more self-service GIS applications targeted for 
specific purposes

Should Medium Medium Medium
6/9

10
Scheduling System refresh (to Jacob’s Cloud or 
other) w/ “Mobile Office” integration

Should Low Medium Medium
5/9

11
Implement land development tracking solution 
(Cityworks PLL or similar)

Should Medium Medium  High 
7/9

12
Replace WorkTech Pearl with an improved Job 
Costing and time tracking system

Should High High 
6/9

13 Long term systems modernization strategy for Fleet Should Low Medium High 
6/9

14 WorkForce Now (or similar) Should High High 
6/9

15
Maintenance Care – configure to classify work 
requests by type

Should Medium  High 
5/9

16
Better geographic targeting of County budget –
work with GIS team

Should Medium High 
5/9

Future State Solution Suite (2/5)



Systems
Change 
Urgency

Benefits

Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Benefit Impact 
Score

17 Replace Integra building access control system Should Medium Low Medium  
5/9

18
System selection effort to plan for replacing Great 
Plains

Should - Medium Medium 
4/9

19
System selection effort to select a scheduling 
system for Lang Pioneer Village

Could - Medium Low 
3/9

20

Upgrade Wi-Fi at
• Depot
• Lang Pioneer Village 

Could Low Medium
3/9

Future State Solution Suite (3/5)



Policies and Procedures 
Change 
Urgency

Benefits

Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Benefit Impact 
Score

1
Inter-departmental Technology - GIS Steering 
Committee

Must High High High
9/9

2
Improved finance related procedures and 
workflows including procurement standardization

Must Low High High 
7/9

3

Dedicate IT resources to key departments
• train staff on applications they are required to 

support 
Must Medium High Low

6/9

4

Increase capacity in IT:
• to lead application-based projects
• provide database administration services 

Must High High
6/9

5 Develop a policy handbook Must  Medium Medium Medium
6/9

6

Consider merging GIS team with IT and creation of 
network/productivity tools manager and enterprise 
applications manager roles

Should Medium Medium Medium
6/9

7

Establish GIS and shared data Service Level 
Agreements (SLAs) in the organization and with 
partners

Should High Medium 
5/9

8 Establish a tracking system for GIS requests Should Medium Medium 
4/9

Future State Solution Suite (4/5)



Policies and Procedures 
Change 
Urgency

Benefits

Service 
Improvement

Productivity 
Improvement

Business 
Intelligence

Benefit Impact 
Score

9
Procedure for facilities maintenance contractors to 
report and bill time by work request type

Should Medium Medium
4/9

10
Procedure for employees to self-enroll in benefits 
program

Could Medium
2/9

Future State Solution Suite (5/5)

The benefit to service improvement, productivity improvement and business intelligent were each given a score out of three to
determine the magnitude of beneficial impact to the County. Each recommendation can receive a maximum score of 9.  



Appendix 2

Current State Assessment

The following slides were presented to the County and refined in 
consultation with the County to document the current state of  
technology at the County
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COUNTY OF PETERBOROUGH

IT & GIS Strategic Plan

Current State Assessment

February, 2020

The following slides present findings from key 
stakeholder interviews (employees and leadership), 
as well as working sessions with team members to 
better understand the current state of processes, 
systems and behaviours.
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Project Overview
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In conjunction with a Service delivery Review , MNP was engaged to conduct a review of the information technology currently 
deployed at the County. The County is looking to develop a five-year roadmap for digital transformation by identifying opportunities 
for better use of technology to provide a broader range of services to citizens, better information and service to managers and 
employees, and to realize operational efficiencies. Ultimately, the objective of the engagement is to provide a five-year strategic plan 
for information technology, including GIS, that can be used as a go-forward vision and guide for ongoing improvements to information 
technology at the County.

Our Methodology

Our methodology focuses on reviewing the current state; defining a desired future state in collaboration with the County; and developing a 
roadmap to get from the current state to the future state. This document presents the results of the Current State Assessment. The 
project team utilized the following tools and methods to conduct the Current State Assessment:

Departmental Workshops: Workshops were held 
to review the current state of key business 
processes and identify IT/GIS-related issues. The 
public-facing GIS portal was reviewed.

3Document Review: Review of IT infrastructure 
documentation provided by the County IT 
Manager and GIS Manager and responses to 
MNP’s IT Inventory questionnaire

1

IT Function Interview: An interview was 
conducted with the IT Manager and Director 
Corporate Projects and Services as well as with 
the GIS Manager to review the current state of 
IT-GIS Governance.

4Meeting with Executive Team: A scope setting kick-
off meeting was held with the County leadership 
team, as part of the overall organizational 
review, to identify key issues from a leadership 
perspective, understand future expectations and 
confirm in-scope processes.

2
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Current State Assessment: Key Findings – What We Heard

This section provides an overview of the current state findings that were 
identified in:

• Documentation review,
• Stakeholder interviews, and
• Leadership interviews.

The key findings have been analysed and summarized into strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats, and main themes. 
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W

• Willingness to improve business processes
• Executive support for IT/digital 

transformation
• Robust network infrastructure with focus on 

security practices and procedures
• Active and engaged GIS team
• Recognition of problems

• Governance – lack of framework for 
strategic decision-making

• Lack of capacity in IT for leading significant 
projects

• IT lacks in-depth understanding of business 
functions

• Lack of applications expertise organization 
wide

• IT Standards and policies are not adhered to
• Network connectivity with Townships spotty 

and bandwidth constrained

• Unable to properly track
purchasing and commitments and report
on spend vs budget

• Not prepared for modernization projects 
for paramedics

• Insufficient visibility into operations
• Township networks and devices are not at 

the same level of security baseline as The 
County’s IT.

• Cloud
• Improve township security to enable 

connectivity 
• Significant process improvements by 

leveraging better application technology –
asset management; purchasing and 
tracking commitments; work order 
management; paramedic services; 
permitting and land development; inter-
departmental coordination & 
communication; reporting and visibility

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

S W

TO
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Main Themes:

Overall governance framework for Information Technology 
and GIS is weak or lacking.

The IT team provides basic services but is not a full 
technology partner and is often perceived as lacking a 
customer service focus

While the network infrastructure is robust, there are many 
weaknesses in the application ecosystem spanning multiple 
departments and functions

The GIS team has a customer service focus and a focus on 
business solutions

There is widespread recognition of these issues and a 
willingness to change

While the County has a solid foundation of IT infrastructure, it needs to improve 
governance, capacity and the application eco-system.

Current State Key Findings – Key Themes
IT & GIS Strategic Plan 
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Governance

A governance framework that is inter-departmental; responds to operational needs; plans for the 
future and provides Council with actionable options.

– Potential for a Technology-GIS Steering Committee with representation from user departments

– Mandated to prioritize and develop budget requests for Technology – GIS programs & projects

– Structured process for project intake and prioritization

– Explicitly commit to a centralized IT Governance model (as opposed to federated, distributed or community of practice) 

– A structured software selection and procurement process for IT that includes change management planning 

Capacity

Capacity within the IT team to manage and lead significant application-based technology projects
– Develop or recruit IT staff who can lead and manage significant application-based projects

– Review compensation structure 

Business knowledge and applications expertise for key priority areas within the IT team
– Support/application analysts in IT team mandated to support specific departments. For example there could an IT resource 

dedicated 75% to support Paramedics

– Finance, Paramedics and Infrastructure are departments which could utilize dedicated  IT resources – even if only partially dedicated

– On-going training for IT staff on  applications they are required to support 

Organization

Establishing an organization structure that
– Provides application planning and support as well as support for the network infrastructure

– improves coordination between the IT and GIS teams

– Leverages the strengths of both teams

– Builds on the success of the GIS team in establishing departmental relationships

• A contemporary trend in municipal governments to is to merge GIS-teams with IT

• May entail creation of  Network/Productivity Tools Manager and Enterprise Applications Manager roles 

Key areas of improvement are:

Current State Key Findings – Main Themes 
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Emerging Opportunities 

This section provides an overview of the initial opportunities for IT and GIS 
that have been developed. 
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1. Purchasing & tracking Commitments - complete implementation of Paramount

2. Reporting - strategy to provide self-serve access to financial reports for all departments – possibly use GP Management 
Reporter or Power BI

3. Reporting – leveraging GIS to visualize where money is spent

4. Long-term (year 4 or 5) planning for replacement of Great Plains

5. Budgeting – complete implementation of Questica; utilize spatial analysis to prioritize ISD/Roads budget requests

1. Determine approach to provide 24/7 help-desk support

2. Work to integrate Dispatch system with Patient records

3. Integrate Learning system that manages confirmation of self-serve refresh with scheduling system

4. Focus on long-term modernization strategy for Paramedics systems

1. Operations - Job Costing and tracking time – replace Worktech Pearl with a modern Work Order Management system

2. Engineering Design - Asset Management – improve integration between MESH and GIS; work to fully leverage 
capabilities of MESH

3. Facilities Management - Replace or upgrade Integra building access control system

4. Facilities Management – classify work requests by type; implement process for contractors to report (and bill) time by 
job type

5. Operations (Fleet) – Upgrade Wi-Fi around depot

6. Operations (Fleet) – complete roll-out of MESH

7. Operations (Fleet) – focus on long term modernization strategy

Key areas of improvement are:

Initial Opportunities – Applications 
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1. Development applications – replace the MS Access system and implement a modern system with workflow capabilities 
for managing Development Applications – shared with townships and linked with programs such as Google Street View 
and County GIS;

2. Institute a ticketing system for GIS requests

3. Leverage eventual Office365 implementation to support secure transfer of files between County and the Townships

4. GIS – develop integration of MESH with GIS

5. GIS – obtain database administration support

1. Employee records – main human resources information system – consider replacing myriad systems with an integrated 
cloud HR solution such as Workforce Now; particularly replace InfoHR

2. Establish process to enable employee benefits self enrollment through benefits provider Manulife

1. Lang Pioneer Village – boost Wifi at LPV

2. Lang Pioneer Village – implement scheduling system for volunteers and seasonal staff

3. IT infrastructure – Collaboration tools - consider a cloud-based deployment of Office 365 to improve collaboration

4. Reporting – corporate reporting strategy for working with existing systems in the short-term

5. Develop and test a Business Continuity plan

6. Re-visit Enterprise records Management System - is it a key priority ? Should it be deployed beyond Corporate Services ?

Key areas of improvement are:

Initial Opportunities – Applications 
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The following have been identified as the most impactful opportunities:

Roadmap [Next Priority]3

• A prioritized roadmap for all the other capacity/governance items and departmental solutions aligned 
with Service Delivery recommendations with the following two being important priorities:

→ Replacing Worktech Pearl for Job Costing
→ Building an application support and project management capacity within the IT-GIS functions 

IT / GIS Governance [Highest Priority]1

• An interdepartmental IT/GIS Steering Committee to manage & prioritize intake and approval of 
projects; finalize IT/GIS budget requests; and plan for making IT/GIS capacity fit for purpose.

Finance Software Tools [Highest Priority]2

• Review implementation of Great Plains to determine if configuration can be improved.
• Complete the implementation of the Paramount product (an add-on to Great Plains) to support 

purchasing and tracking of commitments. This includes training.
• Improve reporting from Great Plains – either using GP Management Reporter or Power BI.



Current Business 
Applications

Application 
Type

Significant 
Reported 

Functionality 
Gaps (Y/N/)

Significant 
reported 

Integration Gaps 
(Y/N)

Major Business Processes

Infrastructure 
Services (ISD)

Paramedics 
(PCCP)

Planning Finance
Corporate 
Services

Human Resources

Great Plains ERP Yes Yes Indirect Indirect Indirect Owner Indirect Owner

Worktech Pearl
Asset, Work & 
Service Mgmt.

Yes Yes Yes Indirect Owner Indirect Yes

Phoenix Fuel Monitoring Yes Yes Owner Yes

MESH Customer service Yes Owner Indirect

Jacob’s Time 
Manager 
(FoxPro)

Timesheet Yes Yes Owner Indirect Indirect

Interdev iMedic
ePCR, Patient 
Records

Yes Owner

Interdev Certn
Credentials 
Management 
and Training

Yes Owner

Moodle 
(integrated 
w/Certn)

Online Training Owner

Operative IQ
Vehicle 
maintenance and 
Inventory

Yes Owner

Turning Point
Training/Meeting 
Survey Tool

Owner

Ferno ACETECH
AVL, Vehicle 
Control Systems, 
Monitoring, WiFi

Owner

Ambulance 
Dispatch 
Reporting System 
(ADRS)

Lindsey 
Ambulance 
Communications 
Centre - Dispatch

Yes

Google Maps
Traffic and Road 
Closures

Yes Yes

NarcBox
Narcotics Storage 
& Control System

Owner

BSM Web Tech AVL Yes Yes Owner

Enterprise Applications 



Current Business 
Applications

Application Type

Significant 
Reported 

Functionali
ty Gaps 
(Y/N/)

Significant reported 
Integration Gaps 

(Y/N)

Major Business Processes

Infrastructure 
Services (ISD)

Paramedics 
(PCCP)

Planning Finance
Corporate 
Services

Human Resources

GoGPS
AVL (Waste Mgmt. 
Contractors)

Yes Yes

MS Office Productivity Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MS Access
Land Division 
Database

Yes Yes Owner

MS Access By-law Database Yes Yes Owner

ESRI Suite GIS Tools Yes Owner

Municipal 
Connect

Statistical 
Reference DB

Yes Indirect Owner

AutoCAD Design/Mapping Yes Owner

ArcGIS Online Web Mapping Yes Owner

SQL Server Database Owner

SQL Server Database Owner

InfoHR Employee Records Yes Yes Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect Owner

LMS-MiLearn LMS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner

HRIS Myway Timesheets Owner

Recruit Right Job Recruitment Owner

PastPerfect Inventory Yes Owner

Shopify POS
Payment 
Processing

Indirect Owner

iCompass
Council Minutes & 
Agendas

Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect Owner Indirect

Maintenance 
Care

Maintenance Work 
Orders

Yes Owner

Integra
Security Card 
Access

Yes Yes Owner Indirect Indirect Indirect Yes Indirect

Enterprise Applications 



Current Business 
Applications

Application Type

Significant 
Reported 

Functionali
ty Gaps 
(Y/N/)

Significant reported 
Integration Gaps 

(Y/N)

Major Business Processes

Infrastructure 
Services (ISD)

Paramedics 
(PCCP)

Planning Finance
Corporate 
Services

Human Resources

Spiceworks Helpdesk Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner Yes

Nagios IT Monitoring Owner

Desktop Central
Hardware & 
Software Inv. 
Mgmt./Control

Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner Yes

SOTI Mobile 
Control

Mobile Device 
Mgmt.

Indirect Indirect Indirect Indirect Owner Indirect

Sophos
End-point and 
Central Mgmt.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner Yes

Data Locker & 
Safe Console

USB Storage Device 
Management

Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner Yes

KnowBe4
Cyber Security 
Training and 
Testing

Yes Yes Yes Yes Owner Yes

Enterprise Applications 
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The following slides present key observations, pain points and 
opportunities for each of the departments that were interviewed for the 
IT-GIS Work Stream



Key Observations Pain Points

Microsoft Great Plains (GP) is 
the accounting/finance platform and 
multiple modules are licensed. Not using GP to 
its full potential a while implementing new point-
solutions to address requirements that can be 
served by existing tools.

Purchasing – while PO’s are still manual, a GP add-
on from Paramount Workplace is being 
implemented, but could have potentially used GP's 
purchasing capabilities.

Budgeting – Questica, a GP add-on, has been 
acquired, but is not in use yet. Mostly Excel is used 
with PDF for distribution.

Asset Management and Job Costing processes 
require significant effort and are supported by the 
Worktech Pearl solution.

Purchasing is "budget-based" ie draw down from 
approved budgets. Departments work with 
Purchasing to ensure compliance with 
procurement policy. Tenders and bids are 
managed through 'Bids and Tenders" a web-based 
solution – used to receive bids and ensure process 
compliance such as WSIB and insurance.

Chart of Accounts has been recently revised and 
meets needs.

Bank Reconciliation process works well.

Reporting – County is required to report to all 
levels of government

Procurement improvements have been highest 
priority in the last year

Townships manage their own taxation

A/P process is highly secure and operates 
well, recently began supporting batch EFT

Dashboard and report configuration is typically 
handled by a single person who leans towards 
exporting the data and building the reports 
separately in Excel

• Key issue - No way of tracking commitments until an invoice is received. Historically, PO’s have been created but kept on 
paper and not entered in any system. Makes it difficult to track spend vs budget and report to Council

• Year-end reports are tedious and time consuming to produce, invoices for a fiscal year are being received three to four 
months into the new year, so unable to determine surplus or deficit position until June, after Audit.

• Any request for information requires significant time to extract data, organize it, then make useful outputs

• Lacking IT support for defining requirements, selecting and implementing software or organizing training. When selecting 
software, the only interaction with IT is for the dept to confirm with IT that it is compatible with the County environment.

• No IT support for applications or for report development. IT support is challenging to engage beyond basic support.

• Central Square, the reseller and support provider for GP and its add-ons is “awful” from the user's perspective.

• IT department recently declared they don’t want to be involved in management of User authorization configuration in GP, 
due to the complexity of administration and their lack of training/experience.

• Not enough licenses for Managers to log in and self-serve reports, due to high license cost, also reports are not set up for 
self-serve.

• Payroll run in GP is very complicated, due to myriad pay structures (union, non-union, etc.), necessitating internal processing 
in the department's opinion, and not possible to outsource to an external processor such as ADP or Ceridian.

• 800 properties were missing Roll Numbers, and therefore were not being taxed. These were identified through GIS analysis 
and taxbase appropriately enhanced..

• Processes heavily rely on email attachments, opening a cyber risk

• Pearl experiences intermittent issues, reports stop working, opening/closing balances don’t match between years, 
integration to GP sometimes fails, lacking in skills to develop reports, so fall-back to Excel. Getting asset data for 
Operations/ISD from Pearl is tedious and challenging. Pearl requires a proprietary ad-on to generate reports.

• Phoenix - Fuel consumption management system doesn’t provide necessary reports.

Opportunities

• Complete Paramount implementation as soon as possible and establish procedures to track and report Commitments.

• Consider replacing Worktech Pearl and eventually GP. The current Finance budget for systems may be enough to acquire a 
better more integrated solution suite.

• Other departments and Managers must have access to self-serve reports

• Management Reporter in GP may make it easier to report

• Use GIS in budgeting process – particularly to visualize where money is spent and to prioritize ISD/Roads budget requests

• Including Change Management to better support end-users and internal IT in system implementation budgets and plans

Finance 



Key Observations Pain Points

Largest team in the County, with around 150 staff. Each person has 
an email address, large percentage doing shift work out of satellite bases.

Key business functions requiring data and technology solutions: 
Patient Records, Dispatch System, Training, Scheduling, Materials 
Management

There is a wide array of technology point-solutions in place – Jacob's Time 
Manager, iMedic, Operative IQ, Turning Point, AVL, Cert’n, & Ferno

OperativeIQ is used to track maintenance on their facilities but also much 
more: Inventory of uniforms and other items; Health and safety, 
medication expiry; digital access in vehicles; Structured workflows that 
route requests to the right person

Currently implementing Interdev mDocs for Document Management

Using Google Maps in the ambulance for information about Road 
Closures and Traffic Flows (not available in GIS)

Training for staff performed mostly in-class

There is some concern about securing patient records

Previously considered a cloud-based platform for managing wide-range of 
operational requirements, but due to its hosting on US data centres the 
project was scrapped for privacy and legal jurisdiction concerns.

Major modernization projects will be upcoming to remain current with 
industry practices – Remote Monitoring Devices; Point-of-Care Testing; 
KPI's on clinical and patient data. There is concern that IT team will not 
be able to assist.

Two years ago a change in the structure of IT (from Finance to Corporate 
Services ) resulted in an increase of collaboration – “more meetings”

Currently undergoing modernization of Dispatch service that will allow 
patient information to be made available in the vehicles.

Processes and support for budget requests to purchase software, 
hardware, and other capital costs are in place and functioning well –
projects have been incremental and planned over long-term. Driven by 
department. Budgeting is done with City through a Joint Services 
Committee. Council is supportive of budget requests.

Address data is of good quality in County. GIS team is responsive and 
"happy to help". Conducting a study with GIS on planning for response 
times and modeling to locate bases.

• Dispatch service orders and Patient records information is not connected. This is important.

• Need increased IT support, currently IT rep visits once a week, but not consistently, and for short 
periods of time – poor IT support for requests, poor comprehension of issues and how to resolve 
them.

• Operating 24/7, 365, IT support is not available in alignment with the on-call nature of the 
department. However, it should be noted that 24/7 application support is obtained from Interdev 
under contract.

• Data integration challenges – not progressing, took 2 years to be able to unzip files on a local machine

• Most of the in-class training could be moved to an online platform.

• Lacking robust systems to confirm paramedic recognition of memos/procedure 
documents/refresh self-serve training. Manual process, chasing staff to confirm. (High Risk)

• Little awareness and involvement by IT dept in Dispatch modernization – example of weak 
governance processes throughout County initiatives: projects driving forward with no cohesive 
organizational-wide strategy – how will IT and other dept’s be involved in support or 
implementation?

• Contact information not synchronized between scheduling and training systems, typically being 
updated only in the scheduling system when sent to HR.

• Many systems, many logins – “biggest stress at work was interacting with software”

• Reactive approach to managing inventory expiration for medical supplies.

• Not much technology at Emergency Operations Centre

Opportunities

• Systems confirming recognition of memos/procedure documents/self-serve training should be tied to 
scheduling systems, ensuring no work can be performed until confirmation is attained.

• Solution for integrating Dispatch system and Patient records

• Better materials management utilizing RFID tags on supplies with alerts for expiry dates.

• Prepare for major modernization projects by increasing level of engagement with IT support to help 
manage vendor relationships, build subject matter expertise, provide project management, help the 
organization adapt to new tech – consider a dedicated IT resource for the County’s largest 
department. IT needs to have project governance and management capability.

• Consider ways to improve 24/7 support – note that a 24/7 IT number exists but coverage could be 
improved

• Use modern tools to build KPI's and dashboards for analyzing call time statistics etc.

• GIS and e911 integration should be considered in the process of any new system selection

Paramedics (PCCP)



Key Observations Pain Points

Operations:

The County maintains 711 km of roads maintenance with MMS class 5 to 1 roads. The County also 
manages 2 quarries/pits

Winter Control work is divided among 14 routes/trucks plus 2 spare trucks and 4 loaders housed at 
2 depots

Key activities are Road Patrol, Winter Control, Summer Maintenance activities. The County also 
enforces the Weed Control Act

Over 1000 catch basins are managed, there are also over 1200 cross culverts that are aging

The County also manages the traffic signals and signs

AVL tracking of vehicles is in place, but it is used mostly for complaints/claims

The route maps are managed on paper, work is tracked with MESH, working towards tablets in 
trucks

GPS/AVL data is collected but not used frequently, system and support managed under contract

Worktech Pearl is used to track projects and costs

Pearl is also used for Timesheets (Ops and E&D)

Design/Mapping tools include AutoCAD, GIS tools, ArcGIS Online usage, using mobile devices 
(phones) not GPS devices

• No IT support outside of 8:30AM to 4:30PM. Operations requires support 
starting at 6:30 AM and continuing to 5:30PM in the summers. It should be 
noted that there is a 24/7 IT Help desk Phone number.

• There is little integration between systems, and this hampers access to 
information. For example MESH is not integrated with GIS. Data is exported 
from MESH and imported into ArcGIS.

• No dashboard or easy reporting of progress/spend vs budget. Reports can 
lag by several months and it is difficult to get information about costs and 
trends when needed.

• IT provides basic services but is not a full technology partner. IT is not able 
to support significant technology projects.

• ISD Operations feels that the IT team lacks a customer service orientation.

• Bi-annual inspections are a challenge – currently using Excel then uploading 
to Asset Manager

• No tracking of complaints for service delivery management

• No way to track/optimize workloads

• No inventory of parts and equipment is maintained

• Quarry pit operations are manual/paper-based

Opportunities

• Start tracking citizen complaints for planning purposes and to measure 
responsiveness

• Generally ISD delivers on compliance and financial management 
obligations, but the Division is not able to pursue operational and 
management excellence with current systems and practices

• There is a need for a true technology partnership to expand capabilities and 
integration. Roles and capabilities in IT need to be enhanced to support 
these needs

• Systems and processes tend to be event-driven and reactionary, there is a 
need for a better long-term technology plan to address shortcomings and 
improve success over time

Infrastructure Services (ISD) – Operations



Key Observations Pain Points

Engineering Design:

Engineering provides design services for roads and bridges at the County and conducts traffic 
studies.

Engineering also coordinates Right of Way permits and cuts on County roads.

There is growth in 3 of the Area Municipalities (Townships), Engineering provides development 
review functions.

Ontario One-Call tickets are received via email. The process is not streamlined, and effort is 
duplicated.

The County performs mostly rehabilitation projects, and engineering consultants are engaged for 
larger capital projects. Consultants provide status reports in Word.

Culverts are inspected bi-annually, and conditions and locations recorded in MESH.

Workorder management is a paper process.

The County is building the asset (culverts and signs) inventory. MESH is used to maintain the 
inventory of culverts and signs. Bar Codes are being put on assets in the field. Data is then 
exported from MESH and imported into ArcGIS.

Worktech in Pearl is used to track projects and costs (Job Costing). Capital Asset reporting 
is generated from Worktech Pearl

Worktech Pearl is also used for Timesheets (Ops and E&D)

Design/Mapping tools include AutoCAD, GIS tools, ArcGIS Online usage, using mobile devices 
(phones) not GPS devices

• MESH is not integrated with GIS. Data is exported from MESH and imported 
into ArcGIS periodically. Sometimes issues about the currentness of data in 
the GIS arise.

• Very difficult to get management-level information about costs and trends 
when needed

• IT provides basic services but is not a full technology partner

• Bi-annual inspections are a challenge – currently using Excel then uploading 
to MESH

• No Purchase Order system that ISD can access to track contracts

Opportunities

• Work to improve MESH-GIS integration

• Consider replacing Worktech Pearl for Job Costing and Time Tracking

• Consider implementing a Work Order Management system

• There is a need for a true technology partnership to expand capabilities and 
integration. Roles and capabilities in IT need to be enhanced 
to support these needs.

• Systems and processes tend to be event-driven and reactionary, there is a 
need for a better long-term technology plan to address shortcomings and 
improve success over time

Infrastructure Services (ISD) – Engineering and Design 



Key Observations Pain Points

Facilities supports all departments in the County, with the exception of Lang Heritage Village, which 
has its own separate facilities supervisor and system to track maintenance work.

Maintenance Care (a cloud-based solution) is used to track requests and work against assets

Some duplication with Paramedics systems for maintenance, considered reasonable since there is 
not a lot of overlap on requests and work activities

Paramedics uses OperativeIQ to track maintenance on their facilities but also much more:

• Inventory of uniforms and other items; Health and safety, medication expiry;

• digital access in vehicles,

• Structured workflows that route requests to the right person

• 2 of 40 tickets/day for Paramedic are related to Facilities that are handled by ISD

Finance reporting and invoice management takes 30-60 minutes per month – so not onerous

Integra card access system in place to manage physical security

More cameras are being added for remote monitoring (Christopher to identify system)

Typical work request process is as follows:

• Request is submitted or issue reported via e-mail

• It is transcribed into Maintenance Care system by one of two designated staff

• Ticket is assigned to a contractor

• When work is completed, contractor speaks with ISD staff who close the ticket in Maintenance 
Care

• Contractor submits invoice based on hours not tied to individual work items

• Costs for specific work items are not tracked

• Building Control systems need to be overhauled and are becoming less 
automated as time progresses

• There is no contractor access to Maintenance Care

• The Integra system (card-based access control) is maxed out – the County 
needs more readers. Increasingly reliability issues have been encountered 
with the current system.

• No integration with Great Plains for Maintenance Care or Operative IQ

Opportunities

• Priority – building control system for Courthouse needs to be modernized 
and replace Integra access control system

• Maintenance Care is optimized for facilities work, but there are overlaps 
with the capabilities of MESH, support and long-term cost implications of 
multiple solutions could be explored

• Similarly, overlap with OperativeIQ is not problematic, but it is also not 
ideal, especially as different parts of the organization continue to build 
capabilities on their own

• Should consider classifying work requests by type and tracking costs by 
work item type for planning purposes and identification of trends

Infrastructure Services (ISD) – Facilities Maintenance 



Key Observations Pain Points

County provides residential Waste Services including:

• Recycling,

• Hazardous waste at pickup sites, along with

• Leaf and yard pickup

Townships manage the waste transfer sites, garbage pickup, and household organics

There is a Landfill for the city/county, 1 Area Municipality also has a landfill

MESH is used for customer service complaints, some Excel and Google Maps used to track work

Route maps are managed with contractor access to GIS data for residential locations

GoGPS AVL (contractors' system) shows real-time location of vehicles, some Google Maps/Excel 
being used to track activities

Recycle Coach – is an app – is used to post updates to pick-up schedules

Scale data – Interra stores raw data, contamination calculations from raw data. A new contract 
went into effect from Nov 2019 new contract so new process with the new contractor. The same 
contractor is now collecting recycling and bringing to their sorting facility (MRF), so more rejection 
at source is reducing contamination rates.

There is a 5-year plan to transition blue box responsibility to producers of the packaging. This is a 
Provincial initiative with no clear plan at the county level yet

• Scale data provided by contractor is not analyzed to support or shape the 
waste management program

• No other significant concerns related to IT were reported

Opportunities

• Since most work is contracted out, there are fewer opportunities related to 
waste management to streamline operations and improve systems

• Significant recycling changes in the next several years will disrupt current 
operations and reshape the services provided

Infrastructure Services (ISD) – Waste Management



Key Observations Pain Points

County own fleet, providing safe vehicles for snow plowing, shoulder grading, brushing, etc. serving 
Engineering and Design, Waste Management, and Facilities at Lang Pioneer Village

Maintenance services operate out of the Main Depot

Limited to no technology used in operations

Five depots located throughout the County, with one resided by a contractor to provide snow plowing

On-road service calls for road-side maintenance issues

Work orders organized on white board

Yearly inspections spreadsheet indicates last date of inspection for each vehicle

Vehicles numbered and tracked in inventory equipment list kept in paper binders

Daily circle checks for vehicles and sign-off that truck is safe to take required, kept in paper logs stored 
in the vehicle

Currently implementing Mesh which should provide technology solution to manage circle check sign 
offs – waiting for two test units to be installed.

Fuel monitoring systems (Phoenix) installed to monitor remotely

Diagnostics equipment used in the maintenance depot include laptop with diagnostic software (one 
application for each vehicle manufacturer) and diagnostics devices connecting to the vehicles –
requires internet connectivity.

IT supports diagnostic laptop – software install, updates, etc.

Email occasionally used by dept’s to request work order for maintenance, primarily phone or in-
person

Rarely uses GIS, primarily uses AVL (BSM Web Tech) to locate vehicles for road-side maintenance.

AVL primarily maintained by the vendor, except for full-module swaps handled in-house

Ten year equipment replacement list used to manage budget, working with tendering a purchasing 
and council approvals.

Collaboration with townships

Work with them to lend trucks, tendering together on purchases

One township shares same fuel system

Agreements for some County roads to be maintained by Townships – logistically more efficient.

• Daily circle check logs should be sent to the Main Depot for filing daily

• Reports (circle check sign off, inspection, etc) difficult to find, not filed.

• Fleet supervisor putting in over-time with on-call duties, 
“uncompensated”. Tracked hours and determined 250 hrs/yr. spent.

• Challenges using Web Tech for planning logistics of sanding and salt 
spread

• Issues with the Fuel monitoring system (Phoenix), inconsistent, not 
working

• Frequent issues with AVL modules

• Differing service levels from the County for roads maintained by the 
Townships leading to resident complains – e.g. County clears snow 
immediately, Townships wait for four (4) inches to fall.

• Training for myriad diagnostics programs needed

• Unreliable Wi-Fi connectivity around the base required for diagnostics 
applications – when working in certain areas staff hot spot from their 
phones.

• Fuel delivery company arrives with not enough fuel, doesn’t fill up all the 
tanks, then issues with the fuel monitoring system means missing 
whether a vehicle has enough fuel.

• Inaccurate reporting of fuel monitoring, some units work, some don’t.

• No daily fuel check processes in place, can remote in but not 
responsibility assigned.

Opportunities

• Additional resources dedicated to manage data review and filing, 
validate circle checks, monitor AVL, etc. – Mesh and Web Tech not 
managed by Fleet staff current.

• Work order system to replace the white board – Consider 
leveraging Maintenance Care for work order management

• Inventory control system to replace the paper binders (Low hanging fruit: 
Excel short-term?)

Infrastructure Services (ISD) – Operations – Fleet 



Key Observations Pain Points

Provides advisory services to 8 local municipalities and public.

Process and adjudicate development applications.

Coordination of Official Plan Approvals across the County (7/8)

Good parcel data (managed by the County), good addresses and roads, good 
core data to support Planners across the County

Some growth in the south, County provides development review and collects 
development charges. Upswing in development applications.

GIS is generally useful for Planning needs, some system reliability and 
usability issues

Users are generally able to self-serve on GIS, not relying on pass-through 
requests.

Significant opportunities to expand GIS/tech utilization, also significant 
shared services opportunities

Software tools:

• MS Office

• MS Access

• GeoCortex for web-based GIS; Google Maps, Google Earth

• ESRI suite – by GIS team

• Municipal Connect – used occasionally to obtain statistical information 
but is of questionable reliability

• Lack of Integration of data from various sources leads to cumbersome manual data integration to 
support planning activities. Need better integration of data to foundational parcel spatial 
dataset.

• Due to difficulties in sharing data with Townships it is difficult to track development at the County 
level (permitting function is carried out by the Townships). Microsoft (Access) and GIS is used for 
most work

• Data challenges exist as MS Access database and data has evolved over time, getting basic 
information and especially analysis on trends can be time-consuming

• Nobody on staff in IT with necessary skills to support/develop applications, keep software 
current, and deal with complex requests

• Over 16 years the GIS team hasn’t expanded despite the growth of client numbers and 
responsibilities – no corresponding increase of resources with increasing organizational use and 
value.

• Latitude, the service provider for the web GIS (GeoCortex) is based in BC, and support is not 
available during local time business hours.

• Property data being transferred to the County by Townships arrive via couriered USB key’s

• Access DB is old and “falling apart”

• New technology rolled out by IT, but lacking corporate governance and procedures to ensure 
adequate support and training is included. “We’re missing out on opportunities to use the 
systems”

• Friction interacting with IT support – Staff in Planning reluctant to send tickets to IT, dreading 
having to deal with “attitudes”

Opportunities

• Institute a ticketing system for GIS requests

• Integrate Planning Development Applications with Public facing GIS map, providing links to 
studies in a digital format

• Development applications data should be corporate data linked to parcels rather than an MS 
Access departmental system

• Workflow management (Business Process Automation – BPA) tool for tracking Development 
Applications – shared with townships, linked to Google Street View and County GIS

• Secure transfer of files between County and the Townships is required – explore the best 
corporate options

• Addition of staffing with skills to support application development and web content management

Planning 



Key Observations Pain Points

GIS emerged from the Planning department 16 years ago, through extensive collaboration with IT.

Services are primarily generalized: zoning maintenance, parcel maintenance, official plans, 
centreline maintenance (for County and 911), and training (e.g. for Townships).

Some spcial projects (fee-for service) are carried out as requested: contract support; zoning 
development; EORN

Services and requests are provided to multiple groups: Planning, Economic development 
and tourism, township public works, local school boards, first nations, general public, EORN.

There is good core data maintenance in place, people are happy with the data:

• Internal parcel editing, roads, and other key datasets

• Coordination of Official Plan/Zoning data etc. with Area Municipalities (AMs)

• Moving towards a single OP for the County

Support for Planning is the primary focus of the GIS team, there is a growing focus on other 
departments, but GIS is working towards being a corporate service for GIS

Internal/Public Geocortex web applications available and widely used

Could add self-service applications that focus on specific tasks, generally novice users have trouble 
managing layers and the complex set of tools in the full Geocortex application

GIS Awareness is a challenge, people think GIS is the Geocortex web application, and they don’t see 
what’s possible in terms of analysis, data visualization, and other key features of the GIS platform

The GIS team is currently working to improve support for other parts of the organization through 
communications and demonstrations

There is limited time and money for training and professional development, this impacts 
movement to new technologies and methods

While staff are absorbed in data management vs. strategic potential, the GIS team has experience 
and the orienation towards project governance, management, delivery and customer service

Systems used are the ESRI suite, AutoCad, SQL Server, GeoCortex.

There is an ESRI Enterprise License Agreement that covers the County and the 
Townships. It includes 35 ArcGIS licenses and 25 Portal licenses.

Significant IT challenges:

• No GIS request tracking system

• Limited data sharing capabilities, using encrypted USB sticks with Area 
Municipalities

• No ability to have servers in the DMZ, contracted GIS application hosting 
has coordination, support, and system availability issues

• No training on core systems (Office, phones, etc.)

• Database Administration is a specific challenge

• Asset Manager system database too complex, lack training for use

• No tool with ISD to maintain location of asset – MESH is integrated with 
ArcGIS requiring manual export and import of data resulting in issues to 
currentness of location data (eg of culverts) in the GIS

• Township information is difficult to integrate with County – many of their 
systems are old, unique to each office, non-standardized and not easily 
connected with the County

• Unable to bring in collison data from province using FME due to lacking 
skilled resources for manage the software (coding experience required)

• The GIS team is experiencing growing difficulty balancing the range of 
expectations and timelines.

Opportunities

• Integrate Mesh with GIS to bring in location data of Assets

• Additional resource for DBA support is needed, either in GIS, from IT, 
contracted externally and/or shared with another department.

• Leverage success that the GIS team has achivied in building relationships 
across the organization

Planning – GIS Team 



Key Observations Pain Points

Full function HR department handling:

• Hiring, termination, labour relations

• Payroll & Compensation

• Benefits administration, Leave

• Health and safety

• Policies and advice on collective bargaining

• Training

• Performance Management

HR uses several systems today acquired over a number of 
years to fill specific needs. Abandoned the idea of using GP as 
the main HR information system

• InfoHr (main system for employee records), LMS-MiLearn
( training mgt for depts other than Paramedics), HRIS 
Myway (attendance and timesheets and self-serve 
balances integrated with GP), Recruit Right (cloud based 
stand-alone system for advertising and receiving 
resumes), Pearl (ISD time), Jacobs Time Manager 
(schedules for Paramedics), iMedic (training for 
Paramedics)

Vacation/leave system challenges are currently being 
addressed with a new system

HR provides some consultation to lower tie municipalities, 
but it is not a significant activity.

All activities are initiated by departments except for Payroll

LMS is shared with Townships – all were given the option, 
only 3 bought in.

Consortium for benefits between the County and 7 of the 8 
townships to leverage buying power

Performance review process (paper forms) currently being 
refreshed

IT needed to configure user authorizations for new 
employees, so that they can enter timecards

Continued use of paper files for employee records is 
cumbersome and time consuming

• InfoHR introduced 5 yrs. ago, but still in implementation – “disaster”

• InfoHR not tracking Benefits or Sick Days, resulting in manual efforts

• Inadequate reporting capability with InfoHR. Have to pull mutiple reports and manually consolidate in Excel to 
produce usable information.

• Multiple Learning &Development systems, Paramedics (iMedic) is separate from those used by the rest of the 
County. There is no integration

• Pearl data challenges (particularly at Year End), challenges to extract and integrate data, limited reporting 
capabilities leads to work in Excel. However it should be noted that ISD needs it for Job Costing.

• Limited IT technical support, some frustration with current level of service – difficult to access “won’t answer the 
phone”, personality conflicts, favour to provide better service towards more senior staff

• Integration between InfoHR and GP is not stable – Manual data entry of salary

• Jacob’s Time Manager operated by a sole-prop “out of one guy’s basement” – concern about reliability especially 
since it is used by Paramedics

• Performance reviews manual paper-based

• Org. charts managed in PowerPoint

• On-boarding new employees very time consuming, requires waiting for InfoHR synchronization to GP, then 
waiting for IT tickets to configure authorization before timecards can be entered – setting up 10 or more new 
employees creates a backlog.

• Splitting one EFT role between HR and Finance is challenging – time that should be spent with HR is being 
consumed by Finance

• Public works employees do not have email access, and are the only group requiring paper pay stubs.

• Need additional laptops

Opportunities

• Consolidate the myriad point solutions with a platform approach to technology. Specifically, consider a cloud-
based system such as WorkForce Now

• Improve reporting capability

• Establish processes to enable employee benefits self-enrollment through benefits provider Manulife

• Reallocate resource split between HR and Finance to be dedicated to HR or at least provide as much effort to HR 
as planned

• Consider moving to electronic employee records as the 'source of truth"

Human Resources 



Key Observations Pain Points

Clerk:

A new Enterprise Records Management project is starting (RFP stage) to 
implement The Ontario Records Management System (TOMRMS). TOMRMS 
provides a taxonomy, retention schedules, policies and procedures. The RFP 
will select a vendor to scan paper documents and a software platform. It will
first be deployed in Corporate Services and then rolled out to other 
departments. It is a major 2 year or more project.

Clerks are focused on getting document management in place and then will 
evolve into broader Information Management and other needs

• Information and Data Management beyond documents

• Archives

• Policies and Procedures

Currently using iCompass to manage Council Agenda, Minutes, and other 
documentation

Lang Pioneer Village (LPV):

LPV is using Shopify Point of Sale (POS). It also handles inventory. The training 
and implementation services were provided by the Vendor, the project was 
managed internally by the Visitor Experience Coordinator. There was limited IT 
involvement outside of hardware purchase for the implementation project.

POS reports are filed for Finance import into GP and reconciled against 
Moneris reports which Finance accesses directly.

LPV uses PastPerfect (cloud) museum software for tracking artifacts, 
collections and donations (but not leveraging fundraising or volunteer 
capabilities due to time-resource constraint)

Lang staff are currently completing data entry into the PastPerfect.

Some key/card challenges with Interra system – these are short-term 
issues. Locks and keys need to be preserved for historical buildings to 
maintain authenticity.

LPV uses digital TOMRMS standards for document and records management.

Staff feel that IT support is responsive and helpful, but level of service can vary 
by individual staff member.

IT involvement in selection of software was limited to confirming that the 
products were compatible with the County environment.

LPV

• Lacking systems for managing Volunteer scheduling and seasonal staff management.

• The Big Barn has no security systems in place, keys and access created daily challenges for staff

• Wi-Fi connectivity has dark-spots throughout Lang create operational challenges for staff – stone 
buildings are a challenge!

• Phone system not yet installed in the Big Barn.

• Cash handling procedures require staff to personally carry sums of money daily to the bank for 
deposit – Staff “walk downtown” to make deposits. Risk to business and personal safety.

• Without electronic key entry, staff must be available on-site for renters.

• Taking a long time to complete data entry into PastPerfect catalog due to time constraints.

• High frequency of staff turnover creates challenges maintaining institutional knowledge

• Current and planned Records Management Systems do not address Archival of 
information (notable in the context of Lang and historic preservation) – e.g. early-phase 
development drawings

Clerk

• Little organizational awareness and involvement in upcoming (major) Electronic 
Document Management project kicking off this year – example of weak governance processes 
throughout County initiatives: projects driving forward with no cohesive organizational-wide 
strategy – how will IT and other dept’s be involved in procurement requirements?

Opportunities

• Implement scheduling solution for volunteers and seasonal staff management

• Consider leveraging PastPerfect for Fundraising functions performed by the shared resources 
based in the County Court House.

• Consider implementing Smart Safe and/or Armoured car pickups for cash handling

• Consider boosting WiFi for LPV

Corporate Services – Lang Pioneer Village & Clerks



Key Observations Pain Points

Significant progress in capacity to deploy , manage and secure the network infrastructure

The County was able to thwart a recent cyber attack

The IT team has worked to improve service to users by:

• Establishing a 24/7 IT Help Desk phone number has been established

• By conducting a Training survey to identify training needs of users

• Creating an IT Admin position

Conscious steps to improve IT systems have resulted in new policies and procedures to 
improve many areas (passwords, pins, etc.)

Council is supportive and willing to move ahead with technology, annual IT workplan in place with 
good support from the organization. However, it should be noted that the annual IT workplan is 
often incomplete from the perspective of user departments.

There is no structured process for project intake and to create a corporate budget for IT.

County lacks procurement maturity and departments make technology purchases independently, 
and then hands systems to IT for support. As a result, challenges exist with vendor support for 
current systems.

IT provides basic services to customers and has limited resources

IT handles approximately 3000 support tickets a year. Response time for tickets is tracked. From 
IT’s perspective the IT team is the most measured and accountable team in the County.

There is a necessary focus on support tickets and event-driven work and there is little 
time/resources to be more proactive with departmental needs

There is acknowledged frustration with simple questions that have complex, multi-level answers –
for both requestors and IT staff

There is no time to develop subject matter expertise and/or depth in current systems

Ad-hoc acceptance of managing complex administrative projects without having performed 
advance resource training (e.g.: Exchange Online migration should be straightforward but was 
flagged as taking significant time) – lost productivity and risky.

Training gap with managing Applications (e.g.: administering GP & Pearl user authorization) – lost 
productivity spent managing systems that are not well-understood.

No explicit support structure, resource planning, or budget for IT staff to be adequately trained to 
manage and support the myriad enterprise applications across departments. – Departments buy 
software with little coordination or strategy

• Solutions purchased independently by departments are difficult to support

• One consequence of the lack of effective IT governance is that Purchasing 
policies and the Tech Code of Conduct are not complied with by the broader 
organization leading to conflict with IT and contributing to the perception of 
deficient customer service

• No formal training policy or support for staff to take time to complete in-
class or dedicated training time – some staff haven’t completed any new 
formal training since 2012.

• There is little Integration between systems and no opportunity to address 
this issue

• Management reporting and access to information from systems is generally 
not adequate because they were often purchased without due 
consideration for broad organizational requirements

The team lacks key capabilities:

• Relationship management with key customers

• Project management

• Application development/configuration

• Architecture planning and implementation

• Limited data integration, a common reliance on export to Excel to get 
necessary information from systems

While there has been significant improvement, there are challenges to success 
with technology:

• There is no vision or future state for technology defined – to be addressed 
by this engagement

• There is no strategic alignment or corporate governance over technology 
investments

• There is no shared workplan at the corporate level to achieve a better 
technology future state

Opportunities

• An agreed upon plan to improve user support over time is needed

• Limited resources need to be managed carefully to achieve success

• Consideration should be given to the size and composition of the IT team to 
align with organizational needs

Corporate Services – Information Technology



Key Observations Pain Points

Significant progress in the last 5 years, with increased budget spending invested 
in rolling out modern network infrastructure.

Move to Office 365 underway, with migration of mailboxes currently being 
worked on.

Overall security of the network is robust.

IT provides basic services and support for all departments, utilizing a ticket 
system for support requests, and administering desktops / applications remotely.

The County’s physical sites are connected together through VLAN on leased lines 
managed by Nexicom. All traffic is routed into the Court House for WAN gateway 
access. Some smaller sites connect through VPN to the Court House.

Network and Security Infrastructure:

IT Infrastructure Monitoring is supported through Nagios, configured for 
monitoring the remote site networks. (Current patch level/version 
unknown).

Unified Endpoint Management is supported through Desktop Central, used 
for application management like patches and software deployments.

Online Help Desk service is supported through Spiceworks for ticket issue 
tracking a resolution – migrating Service Desk in Zoho Desktop Central

Enterprise Mobile Management is supported through SOTI Mobile Control.

Sophos was mentioned in the context of IDS/IDP, however the IT 
Technology Summary lists provided show only “Sophos Central”, a 
management system for myriad Sophos products, therefore the specific 
Sophos appliances or system providing IDS/IDP are not known.

Web Filtering for end-users accessing the WAN is supported through 
Barracuda.

Firewall and UTM on the Court House WAN is provided by a FortiGate 30e 
device.

• Lacking disaster recovery capability, data being backed up with no plan or contingency for 
system recovery – concerns point to needed budget approvals for enhancing backup and 
recovery services / infrastructure

• Many point-solutions, evolved organically – no observable long-term strategy employed to 
guide the selection of a cohesive and integrated infrastructure. Some minor feature overlap 
across systems.

• Significant time spent managing backup systems due to high storage demands exceeding 
scalability capability: “running out of room”

• Administration of Remote access through VPN for connectivity outside of the office is a 
“struggle” to maintain and time consuming to support.

• Low level of management reporting/information

• Major challenge to provide secure and reliable network access to Area Munis – Risk with 
connecting to Townships systems (varying age and quality), and large data transfers limited 
by bandwidth constraints

• Physical security concerns for network infrastructure – “too many keys”

Opportunities

• Need to implement and regularly test a Business Continuity Plan

• Time to step back and have a strategy to expand/improve service

• Office 365 may provide an interface for secure file transfers with Townships – however does 
not address bandwidth constraint concerns

• Train users on and enable cloud-based productivity workflows leveraging Office 365 - phase 
out need for VPN and improve mobility/remote access/work from home.

IT Infrastructure 


